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Alfred John Nicholson’s Life 

1858 Born in Salford, Manchester, into a Wesleyan Methodist family.  He is the first of 7 children born to Master Tailor 

 James and his wife, Emily. 

1871 Living at home in Moss Side and attending school. 

1881 Living with his parents, working as a commercial clerk for a tailor (probably his father). 

1887 Married to Mary Cleghorn, a currier’s daughter from Bildeston, Suffolk. 

1888 Birth of their only son, William Hedley Kenelm. 

1891 Living in rented accommodation with his wife.  Listed as a woollen merchant and employer.  Hedley is living with 

 his grandparents at Ivy House, Albert Street, Withington. 

1901 Living at ‘Asphodel’ on Clarence Road, St Albans. 

1902 Joins the Archaeology & Architecture Society. 

1903 Living at ‘Nepigon’,  Lemsford Road, St Albans. 

1907 Chair of the Music Committee for the St Albans Pageant. 

1910 Living at ‘Athalls’, Hall Place Gardens, St Albans. 

1913 St Peter’s Parish Councillor (Inquiry into the City Extension). 

1925 Still living at ‘Athalls’.  (This house was demolished  mid 20
th
 century before Maple School was built on the land.) 

1926 Death of Mary near Portsmouth. 

1927 Chair of the Liberal Bazaar. 

1928 Death of Alfred John in Eastbourne, leaving £28,015; most of it to his son and 3 grandchildren. 
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Alfred John Nicholson and his Descendants 

Very little is known about A J Nicholson, the man.  From the meagre data found in St Albans, we know that he was a St Peter’s 

Rural District Councillor.  Indeed, in the St Alban’s City Extension Enquiry of 1913, appearing in his role as parish councillor, he is 

shown to be a man of few words who was hell bent on protecting  his coat manufacturing business and the autonomy of the 

Fleetville area.  He remarked that the choice of St Albans as a base for his company was determined by its good transport links, 

the cheap land on offer and the low rates.  Fleetville at the time was outside the city boundary and therefore his factory was self-

contained with its own water, drainage and electricity supply.   He fought for his own business interests and for his employees, but 

to no effect; St Albans District Council soon enclosed the Camp and Fleetville areas so that the city’s water, sewage and power 

services could be financed by the higher  rates imposed on its new citizens.   

As an Arch and Arch committee member, A J acted as chair on more than one occasion.  His wife, her sister-in-law, his brother, 

and even his son, Hedley, were members too.  

Alfred John and Mary made  sure that Hedley, their son, was well-educated; he seemed to have a precocious talent and went to 

Cambridge  to take a law degree.  Hedley soon married a well-connected woman, Jaqueline Hope, enabling them to live at More 

House in Chelsea  where they  mixed with well-known bohemian writers and artists.  The family surname was changed to Hope 

Nicholson by deed pole.  Hedley was obsessed with the Russian Ballet and with Charles 1
st.  He kept a relic from the King's coffin 

and a piece of shirt he wore on the scaffold in the consecrated chapel in their family home.  Hedley and Jaqueline had 3 children.  

Their son, Felix, went to Eton and Oxford, afterwards spending his life looking after the very grand  family house on Tite Street.  

Hedley’s daughter, Mary Lauretta, was an artist who married a descendent of Victor Hugo; they had 7 children.   She entertained 

such artists as Picasso, Dali, Cocteau, and Cecil Beaton at their house in France and as a young woman she was painted by 

Augustus John. Hedley’s other daughter, Marie-Jaqueline Lancaster, was a well-respected journalist and lived life to the full in the 

tough world of publishing.  She had two daughters. 

 

Marie-Jaqueline Lancaster 

Mary-Lauretta by  

Matthew Arnold 

Bracy Smith 

Mary-Lauretta’s 

husband, Jean Hugo 

Possibly the Nicholson family home, 

Ivy House,  Albert Road, Withington. 
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New Zealand 1898 

Singapore 1904 

Perramus  

In the 1891 census Nicholson is shown to be a 

woollen merchant, not a tailor.  It is likely that the 

development of Perramus came before the idea of 

creating a raincoat manufacturing business; a 

natural progression, given his background as a 

tailor’s son. 

Perramus claimed to be a lightweight woollen 

fabric which was entirely waterproof and 

breathable. This cloth, and indeed the raincoats 

Nicholson manufactured were very popular across 

the Empire where lighter weight protective wear 

would have been sought after. The products were 

exported all over the world, notably to New 

Zealand, Singapore, Canada and Australia. 

 

Nicholson & Co’s export office 

building at 211 Deansgate. 

A J’s father, was  a master tailor 

and had a fine outfitter’s shop at 

these premises which are still in the 

heart of Manchester’s prosperous 

commercial district. 

Chemical Wizardry:  Perramus Waterproofed Cloth 

Take a look at the map and the  1895 Slater’s Directory links above.  You will notice that 

Nicholson’s premises at no 13a Exchange Street is shared with a brewer’s finings 

manufacturer and an analytical chemist – all under the same number 13a; numbers 15 and 

17 have been subsumed by the works.  This is not a co-incidence:  research has shown that 

proofing agents can contain brewer’s finings but that a recipe needs to be skilfully 

developed by a chemist to make it effective.  It is highly likely that A J Nicholson and his 

silent partners discovered this new technique; indeed, Nicholson & Co, Coat Specialists 

patented Perramus Waterproofed Cloth in 1892.  These premises provided room for 

proofing sheds as well as a tailoring workshop. 

Overcoat and Raincoat Manufacture 

We can only guess what A J Nicholson’s father, James, the 

master tailor, thought about the manufacture of clothing. 

We know that A J Nicholson had customers in London who 

would be measured up for coats that were made up in the 

factory and returned by rail. By the late  1890s, therefore, 

he was ready to expand his works……. 

“WE LOOKED UP ST ALBANS ON THE RAILWAY MAP, NOT 

AS AN ACCIDENT, BUT BECAUSE IT WAS A GOOD CENTRE 

OF DISTRIBUTION.  SECONDLY, BECAUSE LAND WAS 

COMPARATIVELY CHEAP.  I WISHED TO BUILD THE WORKS.  

I BOUGHT SEVERAL ACRES; AND THIRDLY, THE RATES 

WERE VERY LOW.  IN THE FOURTH PLACE, WE WERE 

OUTSIDE IN THE COUNTRY AND AWAY FROM PUBLIC 

HOUSES.”  Evidence given by A J Nicholson at the Inquiry 

into the  St Albans City Extension 1913. 

Nicholson’s Coat Factory on Exchange Street, Cheetham 

Although Nicholson was not Jewish, he chose to set up his 

factory in Cheetham, a very Jewish area.  Exchange Street was 

near the Great Synagogue on Cheetham Hill Rd and the Reform 

Synagogue on Park Place.  There were many others in that area 

too. 

The district was packed with immigrant tradesmen, many of 

whom were tailors, escaping religious persecution in Europe.  By 

the 1880s Cheetham was the home of raincoat making but the 

rubberising process created a highly toxic atmosphere for those 

who worked in the little factories dotted around the dirty 

streets.  If you look on the map to the right, you will notice that 

Nicholson’s factory is situated along a road originally built for 

dwelling houses.  Opposite 13a is a brewery; being a non-

conformist Christian, we know that Nicholson was concerned 

about the consumption of alcohol by his employees. 

Exchange Street, Cheetham 

By the time Alfred John Nicholson reached maturity, his 

family was living in a comfortable home in the leafy 

suburbs of Manchester.  It appears that he was an 

ambitious young man who had developed skills in 

tailoring and entrepreneurship at an early.  Some time in 

the 1880s, he began trading in woollen cloth from an 

office on Deansgate in Manchester.  He would  have 

learnt a great deal about woollen cloth from his father 

but it is unusual to find a woollen merchant in the city 

named King Cotton.  
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Evidence given by  

Mr Bramall 

 

A J Nicholson at the Inquiry into the St Albans City Extension 1913 

When you came here, Mr Nicholson, did you bring any work people with you? 

A J Nicholson YES, I BROUGHT OVER 20 FAMILIES WITH THEIR FURNITURE AND EFFECTS. 

Mr Bramall … These people needed houses? 

A J Nicholson I PROVIDED SOME HOUSES AND THEY FOUND THE OTHERS. 

The Inspector You mean you built them? 

A J Nicholson YES, I BUILT. 

Mr Bramall How many people are you employing now? 

 A J Nicholson JUST ABOUT 500, JUST ABOUT 2 OR 3 EITHER WAY.  ROUGHLY THERE ARE 500. 

Inspector Are they Hertfordshire people, or nearly all from London, or where? 

A J Nicholson FROM EVERYWHERE.  MANY OF THEM ARE FROM THE NORTH, AND DURING 

THE PERIOD OF 13 YEARS THAT WE HAVE BEEN HERE, THEY HAVE CROPPED UP 

FROM ALL PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. 

 

A J Nicholson had experienced 10 to 15 years of great 

prosperity in Manchester, bringing enough funds with him 

to build a state-of-the-art factory in the clean fresh air of 

the Hertfordshire countryside.  It had an enormous steam 

engine that powered machinery and provided light .. and 

possibly some heating too.   

The factory was situated alongside the Hatfield & St 

Albans railway where a siding enabled the loading and 

unloading of goods. 

A J built houses for his workers on Hedley Road.  The builder’s mark shown on their front walls shows the Star of 

David in a pattern. We know from the 1901 census that many occupants were Jewish tailors.  In the 1925 photo on 

the left, you can just see the shadow of their chimneys on the right hand side.  Not far to work!   

Hedley Road is named after the Nicholson’s only son.  

 

Luton Times & Bedfordshire Advertiser July 7
th

, 1899 The early picture to the left shows 5 Dutch gable ends on Beaumont Works.  Some time between 1900 and 1911, two more 

sections were added on either end.  The pictures on the right and below were probably both taken in 1911 and in these, 

you can clearly see the extensions. 

Sample of occupants of the ‘Star of David’ terrace on Hedley Road in 1901 

2.    George Bennett, Tailor (Paddington) 

2.    Edwin Keston, Tailor (Soho)  

2.    Harris Isaacs, Tailor (Lancashire) 

4.    Abraham Carp, Tailor’s Presser (Russian) 

4.    Louis Cohen, Tailors Presser (Russian) 

4.    Joseph Leprovich, Tailor’s Machinist (Russian) 

6.    Marks Solomons, Tailor’s Machinist (Russian) 

9.    George Clifton, Builder’s Labourer (Wilkins Green) 

9.    Henry Clifton, Nursery Labourer (Wilkins Green) 

9.    John & Patrick Moyles (Ireland) 

10.   James Morrisey, Tailor (Salford) 

10.   John Bates, Labourer, Railway (Watford) 

12.   Harry Crook, Tailor (Russian) 

12.   Frederick Atkins, Fruiterer & Fishmonger (St Albans) 

11.   Alfred Pardoe, Tailor’s Trimmer (Manchester) 

14.   Peter Coss, Tailor’s Machinist (Austrian) 

15.   Ellen North, Printer’s Folder (St Albans) 

18.   William Batchelor, Tailor (Banbury) 

18.   Florence Proctor, Tailoress (Banbury) 

20.   John Shaw, Tailor (Manchester) 

22.  Abraham Goldstein, Tailor’s Machinist (Russian) 

24.  Thomas Perry, Tailor’s Fitter (Whitehaven) 

24.  William Tyson, Stationary Engine Driver (Ulverstone) 

24.  Annie Tyson, Coat Machinist (Swarthmore) 

The Beaumont Works premises and a piece of land opposite (yellow) on the 

southern side of Hedley Road, where the Star of David terrace was built, were 

owned by Mary Nicholson (probably for tax reasons).  

A J owned all the land (green) from the Works on the northern side of Hedley 

Road up to what is now Ashley Road. Land along Beaumont and Salisbury 

Avenues was also snapped up by Nicholson and slowly sold off  to builders as this 

side of St Albans became developed. 

 

Valuation Maps 1910-1915 

A view of the bridge under the railway line looking towards the Hatfield Road. 

A J Nicholson had experienced 10 to 15 years of great 

prosperity in Manchester, bringing enough funds with him 

to build a state-of-the-art factory in the clean fresh air of 

the Hertfordshire countryside.  It had an enormous steam 

engine that powered machinery and provided light .. and 

possibly some heating too.   

The factory was situated alongside the Hatfield & St 

Albans railway where a siding enabled the loading and 

unloading of goods. 

1911 Albion (Rd?) football team has been playing on the field opposite  

the Beaumont Works; the land was  developed for housing after WW1.  
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Canteen 

Boiler House 

Director’s 

Garage 

The Outfitter, 1933 - See a huge room … (and) instead of a single tailor seated cross-legged, see massive tables on 

which many such tailors are so seated. Cutting by hand; trimming by hand; tailors basting sleeves and collars and 

hand pressing department.  No pressing machines have a place in Beaumont Works!  Men only are engaged in 

wielding their heavy gas-heated irons, curving them round collars and lapels; it’s fascinating to watch. At Beaumont 

Works, the art of hand-tailoring, which has been responsible for spreading the fame of British clothes all over the 

world, is applied on a big scale. Then there is the fact that workers are able to do their job under really ideal 

conditions.  Every section has an exceptional amount of daylight and country air.  Messrs Nicholson’s by the way, 

have their own plant for electric power lighting.  Thus they are practically self-contained. 

A J Nicholson appointed an 

industrial chemist in 1903.  At the 

age of 25, Clarence James Green 

came to St Albans from 

Withymoor in Manchester.  He 

had a string of impressive jobs 

before moving on to St Albans as 

Manager of the Waterproofing 

Department at Nicholson’s. He 

lived in Blandford Road and later 

in Blenheim Road. It appears that 

he stayed with the company for a 

very long time, retiring to 

Welwyn Garden City where he 

died in 1958. 

Minnie Dorofield at Nicholson’s 1888 – 1990, dictated 

to her daughter or grand daughter, Janice Day. 

It was 1902 but I did not have to leave school until the 

Christmas after my fourteenth birthday.  I wanted to 

work at the  Coat Factory because I liked sewing and 

Nicholson’s was regarded locally as the best firm to 

work for.   

During the winter months, I worked from 8am to 6pm 

with half an hour for lunch.  I took home 5s a week 

and mother gave me sixpence to spend. In the summer, 

I worked longer hours, from 6.30am until 6pm but we 

only got the same money. We had to clock in and out 

and woe betide anyone who was late or cheeked the 

foreman.  

Herts Advertiser , unknown date 

Minnie Dorofield – early 1900s 

My first job was to remove baste stitches after the coats were 

machined.  This was called ‘cleaning’ and it also included 

brushing under the buttons and removing odd fluff and 

threads.  I then went on to running errands.  This meant 

taking different parts of the coats to various departments.  I 

delivered the newly-cut pieces and later, the half-finished coats 

to machinists for each process.  The finished coat was taken to 

a checker to be passed.  After months of this….they put me 

on paddings and fastenings … and after that they put me on 

shoulder paddings…. I had been at work for about 8 years 

before I became a machinist.  I started by machining in the 

canvas fronts and  completing the side seems. I also made 

pockets and buttonholes.  

Later on we used to do piece work …..I did not like this much 

because I think the quality of the garments dropped. 

1930sCutting Room scenes 

About Perramus production at the Beaumont Works - The Outfitter’  dated March 25
th

 1933 

Various cloths go to be proofed – wool and cotton gabardines, West of England cloths, coverts and certain tweeds.  You see them 

turning slowly on heavy rollers above a vat containing a steaming, frothy, dark coloured liquid.  But while one might see, one may not 

know…. It’s a secret! 

The process was discovered some 30 years ago (actually 41 years ago), and has since been improved by the company’s research 

department which, incidentally, is under the direction of a fully qualified chemist director.  One thing that can be revealed is that cloths 

undergoing it are proofed absolutely to the innermost fibre.  Not only that, they emerge from the proofing room with the natural 

softness of ‘handle retained’, and are therefore easy to work upon.  A comparatively recent addition is what is known as the “rubber” 

department, which transferred from Manchester, making up mackintoshes, waterproofs, hunting coats, etc., from rubberised fabrics. 

In the very early 1900s, 

Nicholson made women’s 

coats too but it was 

possibly the arrival of 

Peake’s in 1911 on the 

Hatfield Road that 

influenced a decision to 

keep just with the men’s 

styles. 

Louis Bleriot is known to 

have worn a Nicholson’s 

raincoat on the first 

‘heavier than air’ flight 

across the English 

Channel in 1909. 

Herts Advertiser, 1952 – “The 

firm has always specialised in 

making garments to order for 

the “awkward” customer.  One 

such was Warwick Armstrong, 

a cricketer of considerable 

dimensions, who captained the 

first Australian test team to 

visit Britain after the 1914 – 

1918 war.”  
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Nicholson’s tailors in 1933 
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The Cutting Room in the 1960s 

Herts Advertiser 1952 - Retirement 

There is no doubt that Nicholson’s keep their workers.  When, last year, 

gold watches were presented to everyone who had completed 25 years 

with the company, 73 came forward, 63 of them from the St Albans 

factory.  It takes more than the prospect of a presentation watch to 

keep a man 25 years in one job, if the conditions are not right.  

Velvet Collars 

Certain customers wanted a velvet collar and a tailor called John used 

to put them on by hand.… It was such a delight to watch him. These 

velvet collars would wear out very quickly so by doing the velvet 

collar separately, the customer could have a replacement one very 

easily. Of course, if you didn’t want the velvet collar any more, it 

could be removed and the original, standard cloth collar would still be 

there.  Alan Cannon Jones –  at Nicholson’s in the 1960s  

Hand worked items 

At Nicholson’s, we had a lot of disabled people … they could do component work 

like, for instance, the cuffs. We also used outworkers and I can remember two Italian 

ladies who lived in Cambridge Road and I used to take bundles of work to them. I 

can particularly remember that they made collars; I would come round with a sack 

of collar pieces and they would give me the completed items that they had done the 

day before. ACJ 

International Customers 

The orders came, not just from all over the country, but from all 

over the world. We had different patterns and different fits for 

each country – France, Belgium, Germany, America; each had 

their own fit …. even in those days, a little company like 

Nicholson’s recognised that in each country, people were  

different shapes too. We did a lot of business with Brooks 

Brothers in New York. We did their overcoats to the point where 

they used to have a red London bus in New York for delivering 

and taking customers around. With Brooks Brothers, the 

trademark was a tartan patterned under collar. You see these 

gimmicks today but we were doing all that then!   ACJ 
I can remember Cordings in London. They would open 

out one of our raincoats and drape it over 4 upright 

poles to form a bowl shape. Then they would fill it 

with water and place plastic ducks on it to prove how 

waterproof it was!  ACJ 

The Last Days of Nicholson’s 

In the 60s, it had been very prosperous - but it was very sad. 

Nicholson’s did their own proofing: and there was one director 

who knew the formula (for Perramus?) which was a very closely-

guarded secret – his name was Richard Kinnear. He died 

suddenly and I can remember hearing the conversations on the 

shop floor about how the company could no longer do its own 

proofing. Even the guys in the proofing room didn’t know what 

the mixture was. The proofing after that had to be done by 

another company. As time went by I could tell that things were 

going wrong. … and there was a shortage of orders. There was a 

great influx of very high quality menswear from Scandinavia. In 

fact, locally, Andrew’s dropped their orders from Nicholson’s 

and were using a Swedish company called Junex.  

Soon after that, in 1972, Chester Barrie took over the Beaumont 

Works.  ACJ 

Shaping collars 
Inspecting button holes 

Coat Styles This list was given to apprentices for reference. The right 

hand column is interesting too!  

Georgina Banfield:  I started there when I left school and they started me on basting and later I got moved to hand 

sewing and invisible sewing….. In those days it was very strict and when you went to work, you couldn’t move about 

and talk.  It was piece work; you had to work very hard to earn any money.  

Bert Hewitt:  I would use shears sometimes if it was a single item but if you had three or four coats of the same size, 

then you used an Eastman hand cutting machine.  That was electric; you could take your hand off with that! 

Ann Mc Bride: At 15, I went to work at Nicholson.  I was a junior clerk in the order/stock office, & the wage was 

£2.10s a week.  The hours were 9 to 1 and 2 to 5. Our offices faced onto Sutton Road at the front of the building and 

behind us was the main workroom where the garments were made. There was not much noise just the hum of the 

sewing machines and general chat of the workers. Each office had its own room. There was heavy furniture and the 

walls were painted green and cream - wooden floorboards and narrow stairs. There were four in my office where I 

recorded all the orders on ledgers - all by hand then of course - after that I made out work cards for them. Each 

garment, whether it was a normal or special order, had its own card and number so it could be traced anywhere in the 

factory. 
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At Nicholson’s in St Albans there was a factory regime of having lots of practical jokes. One time, there were the 

four of us and we thought we were in for the high jump. On Tuesday afternoons, we had to load the wicker 

basket trolleys with the work for the Swindon factory.  We would get the stuff into it, record the contents, and 

then push it down the wooden chute from the trimming room to the side door on Hedley Road where the van 

would be reversed.  The wicker basket would run down this chute and up into the van.  There would be about 

half a dozen of them.  The next apprentice after me, Colin, was a bit of a rascal; we tied him up and put him in a 

basket, piled all this work on top of him and pushed him down.  Anyway, he went all the way to Swindon that 

day!  We thought we were really in for it!  Now I reckon that the bosses were probably having a good laugh 

about it but had to be serious.  They discovered Colin in Swindon and he returned in the front seat of the van… 

and he behaved himself after that! ACJ 

The Victoria Works in County Road, Swindon c 1900 

Frances Bevan, Swindon Heritage Magazine 2010: (In 1919) Nicholson’s closed their Manchester 

factory because of a shortage of labour and moved to Swindon where there was a ready-made 

female workforce. Pattern-making and cutting continued at the company’s head office in St 

Albans, while the sewing and assembly work took place in Swindon. 

During the difficult inter-war years, trade took a downturn and the Swindon Factory closed briefly in 

1922, but work resumed in 1924 and soon Nicholson’s became one of the largest employers of 

women in the town, with 210 on the books. The Evening Advertiser (Swindon 1928)  wrote that up 

to 130 different styles were available and that production had trebled since 1919.  “The up-to-date 

machinery comprises 120 ordinary sewing machines, machines for buttonholes and other specialised 

work, gas and air presses and irons.  There are four large and airy rooms for machinery and hand 

sewing, passing, finishing and pressing, a warehouse for packing and despatching, and a storeroom.” 

By the 1950s, half of the production at the Victoria Works was made for export, with markets in 

North America, Australia and New Zealand. 

Herts Advertiser 1952:  And when 

South Africa drastically reduced 

sterling purchases recently, 

Nicholson’s got round the 

problem by establishing their own 

factory in Cape Town, sending 

the cloth to be made up out 

there.  There was also another 

factory at Reading. 

 County Road, Swindon c 1910 

A J Nicholson chose wisely when he took over the Victoria Works in 1919 from a previous clothing 

manufacturer. From the pictures, you can see a railway bridge at the end of the road which actually 

leads straight into the station, only about a quarter of a mile from the factory.  By 1910, the tramway 

had been built so his workforce could travel to Nicholson’s easily. 

Nicholson’s Raincoat - Swindon Carnival Float 1932 

The Nicholson factory in Swindon in the early 1970s 

The Victoria Works was sold in the early 1970s when the whole 

Nicholson’s operation was closed by Chester Barrie.  After that, the 

building provided warehouse and retail space for a number of years 

until it was knocked down in the 1980s to make way for a block of 

flats. 

We know that this raincoat was assembled at the Swindon Works because the hem is 

machined with a conventional straight stitch rather than with a Lewis felling machine.  

Nonetheless, it has a Nicholson’s:  Made in St Albans label.  Notice the short 1960s 

style. 
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World War 1 

2,466,719 men joined the British army voluntarily between August 1914 and December 1915 but this enormous total was insufficient to sustain a strong British Expeditionary 

Force.  Declining recruiting totals and thousands of casualties led to increasing calls for compulsory military service throughout 1915.  

The Military Service Act of January 1916 specified that single men between the ages of 18 and 41 should be called up unless they were widowed with children or ministers of 

religion. Conscription started in March 1916 and extended to married men from May 1916.  The age limit was later raised to 51 years old. Recognition of work of national 

importance also diminished as the War progressed.   Conscription lasted until mid-1919. 

Every man called up had the right, however, to appeal for exemption from service at one of the 2,000 or so tribunals.  The Military Service Tribunal in St Albans was led by 

Ernest Gape who ‘represented the national interest’ conscientiously and, it seems, quite fairly whilst holding together a team of local men who served on the board.    

Nicholson’s had to fight hard to keep a workforce together strong enough to fulfil their Government contract for cavalry greatcoats.   

By August 1917, Nicholson’s employed 362 men and women so were operating at less than ¾ capacity.   

John Allen, aged 23, single, of 14 The Camp. 

Presser 

Pressers were very skilled workers, entrusted to iron valuable completed and semi-

completed garments using a 24lb hand iron, either filled with charcoal or run on gas.  It is 

possible that when the reserved occupations list was drawn up, pressers were regarded as 

playing a minor role by those who did not understand the  tailoring process; in fact they 

were crucial.  John attended the tribunal on six occasions and escaped military service 

altogether. 

James Leonard Arden, aged 27 and single, of 36 Brampton Road  

Foreign Trade Manager.  

Before the war, Nicholson’s was exporting to the furthest reaches of the Empire 

and to Europe.  In fact, a huge amount of their German trade was lost in 1914, 

accumulating debts for the company.   

James was multi-lingual and his skills would have been rare but it is debatable 

how much more useful they would have been during wartime considering the 

Nicholson’s contract with the Government to manufacture greatcoats.  He was a 

hair’s breadth from conscription throughout the war and  attended hearings and 

appeals a total of 7 times.  The question of whether his occupation was one of 

national importance was repeatedly rehearsed.  Indeed, the detailed 

observations written about this case suggests that James Arden might have had a 

special legal representative.  It is surprising that he was able to stave off 

conscription, given his age. 
Clarence Green, aged 39, married, of Blenheim Road. 

Industrial Chemist  

Clarence was brought down to St Albans from Manchester 

by Nicholson to oversee the Perramus process. He attended 

two hearings; one in May 1916 when he was given a County 

Appeal Tribunal category CE so long as his occupation was 

certified as such.  In September 1918, he was up before the 

board again where he was given a further CE for 6 months 

… which took him beyond the end of the war. 

First World War period British Army issue greatcoat.  

Double-breasted three-quarter length cavalry greatcoat made of 

khaki serge with two rows of four brass general service (GS) 

pattern crested buttons. The coat features two concealed pockets 

on each hip, closed by straight horizontal flaps. The cuffs are 

without turn-backs.  Label: Nicholson's Raincoat Co Ltd, 1918, 

size 2.  Imperial War Museum 

Harry Goodfellow, aged 30, married, of 121 Castle Road.  

Foreman Tailor 

Harry had a responsible and skilled job and was one of 17 

employees who had been nominated by Nicholson’s for a hearing, 

presumably because they thought he stood a good chance of not 

being drafted. He attended the tribunal on 3 occasions, in May, 

November and December of 1916. At his first hearing, he was given 

a ‘CE’ making his exemption from service conditional on his 

remaining in his current occupation.  In the following November, 

exemption was not granted and on his appeal hearing in December, 

his application was rejected.  

After almost 2 years of brutal service in France & Belgium, 

Guardsman 21370, Harry Goodfellow, 2nd Battalion Coldstream 

Guards died, aged 33, on 29
th
 April 1919 from ‘influenza, 

pneumonia, emphysema & exhaustion’.  He left a widow, Alice, and 

is buried in Hatfield Road Cemetery. Plot B Row Z. Grave C2.   

World War 2  

As in the First World War, Nicholson’s workers were called up and trade dwindled. There remained 

some export orders, however.  There was, for instance, the well-remembered order – a large one – for 

Montevideo, which set out one day from Liverpool aboard a convoyed vessel to brave the hazards of 

the Atlantic U Boats.  It sank.  Montevideo repeated the order – and that too went to the bottom.  

Undaunted, the firm and customer tried again, and that time the coats got through. 

Coldstream Guards after the 3
rd

  Battle of Ypres, 1917. 
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The Nicholson’ Lamont Coat  

A stock item made from a brown Kynoch cloth from Scotland.   

There are two internal breast pockets in the facing on both sides, and a ticket pocket on 

the left; they are lined with Silesia, a kind of very strong polished cotton. 

The through pocket was called the PP pocket (Perpendicular 

Pocket), lined with the lovely Selvyt which kept your hands 

warm.  You can go through to the inside to reach your 

jacket pocket, your trouser pocket or your newspaper.  The 

pocket is all hand felled (stitched) round.   

The vent at the back is hand 

felled with a hand bar tack at 

the top and a hidden fly hole to 

button the vent up. 

The hem on the lining has an imitation 

hand stitch which is called a lockstitch 

blind stitch which uses two threads so if 

one is caught and pulled, the other will 

hold. The Lewis felling machine was used 

in making this which gave a beautiful soft 

stitch to the hem.   

A T stitch machine has been used to attach the 

under collar which does two stitches and then 

jumps one so the formation of the stitch looks 

like the letter T.  It’s a very strong stitch which 

simulates hand sewing. 

The buttonhole was made on a 

Reece 101 buttonhole machine 

which is as near as you can get 

to a hand sewn buttonhole.   

In the pocket, a small tab 

shows its identity number. 

The work ticket was used to 

identify the coat on its 

journey through the factory.   

This particular Lamont design, 

which usually had a three quarter 

gauntlet cuff, has one that goes all 

the way round.  The sleeve was 

cut without a hem and the 

gauntlet was sown onto it; this 

made it very thin.  The 

disadvantage to this was that the 

sleeve couldn’t be lengthened. 

Alan Cannon Jones, our tailoring consultant. 

Alan worked as a tailoring apprentice & supervisor at 

Nicholson’s Coats in the 1960s, and later for Chester Barrie 

as a Production Manager.   

After 20 years in tailoring manufacturing, he moved to the  

London College of Fashion as a Principal Lecturer and 

Director for the BA in Menswear and Bespoke Tailoring.  

In 2009, he developed the Post Graduate course in Pattern Design and Garment 

Technology adding both creative pattern cutting and CADCAM to the 

curriculum.  His ACJ Menswear Consultancy was formed in 1986 and he has 

worked with clients including John Rocha, Dirk Bikkembergs, Dockers, JB 

Armstrong, DTI, A Suit That Fits, SCABAL and Paul Smith. 

Since retiring Alan has continued as an LCF Consultant. He is a member of the 

Board of Trustees of the Clothing and Allied Products Industry Training Board 

and also undertakes his own consultancy projects.  In July 2014, he was made a 

Liveryman and Freeman of the Merchant Taylors' Company. 

Alan has provided all the information you see on this page.  Our thanks. 

This Lamont coat dates from the  early to mid 1960s with an Oddies’ Syddo canvas lining 

all the way through.  It was almost a handmade coat; a very craft-based garment with a 

great deal of hand stitching.  Some machining was involved, of course.  Nicholson’s were 

particularly famous for their well-tailored raglan sleeves which you see on the Lamont; 

they are very comfortable to wear and need a high degree of skill to make. Customers 

were offered three levels of service:  completely bespoke; a stock item with some 

personalised touches; or just a standard stock item. 

Standard stock 

items would be 

purchased by 

retailers who 

would then  add 

their own labels to 

the coats too. 

(See below) 


